
HAITI 2012
A narrative account of my most impactive trip to Haiti

! I had the privilege of spending November 17 - 24, 2012 in the small village of 
Neply  in Haiti. This was my 7th Haiti mission trip, and my first with My Life Speaks - a 
ministry that only began a few months earlier, and is housed in Neply. Out of the 7 trips 
that I’ve taken to Haiti, this last one (I feel) outshines them all. During the week, God 
moved in amazing ways. This is not to say that He hasn’t with past trips. On the 
contrary. With every trip  I’ve seen the hand of God move in the lives of those who came 
to Haiti as well as the Haitians themselves. Over the years I’ve had the privilege of 
leading several Haitians to Christ - including my sponsored child, Gaelle, and her 
guardian at the time, Fifi. I’ve experienced the hand of God rescue us from a mob  of 
angry villagers ready to stone us. I watched our group happen upon an extremely poor 
Haitian single mom with a 2-week old baby, who then banded together to build a house 
for her during our week. I’ve had the opportunity to meet the Director and Director of 
Photography for the Christian films - “Fireproof”, “Facing The Giants” and “Courageous” 
and was able to help them create a documentary for New Missions during one of my 
trips. They even chose to use my sponsored child as one of the main actresses in the 
piece. I’ve witness several acts of love, several decisions for Christ and the positive 
impact that mission organizations such as New Missions, BMG (Brent Gambrell 
Ministries) and My Life Speaks can have on the struggling nation of Haiti. Even with all 
of these amazing experiences, I would still argue that this trip stands out above the rest. 
One reason I came to this conclusion is because unlike the other trips, God took total 
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control of my agenda. I had to trust God to plan each and every  day, and to use my time 
for His glory. You may be wondering how that could’ve made this trip  so powerful. Well, I 
can readily  say that this same trip, which I’m praise so highly, could’ve just as easily 
been my worst trip  ever to Haiti. It is only because of the way God orchestrated this trip 
did it exceed any expectation that I had going in.
! No disrespect to My Life Speaks, but the most powerful moments I had during 
the week was when I was off the compound, being led by God, meeting new people and 
experiencing chance encounters that God changed into divine appointments. My Life 
Speaks is to be commended. Their mission is focused on taking care of orphans and 
disabled Haitian children. And though I had the opportunity to participate in that, I 
quickly  realized that my giftings aren’t with disabled children, and I flounder emotionally 
when not having scheduled mission events and clear objectives while volunteering with 
a ministry. Every other mission trip  that I’ve been on in Haiti, we’ve had a list of 
objectives that we would collectively  accomplish. Often times that meant, signing up for 
duties, and planning how the week will go. This trip  was totally different. The plans were 
very  loose. The rules were also more lax that I’m used to. We’re usually given a list of 
things we can and can’t do while there. This time there wasn’t very many parameters by 
leadership. Usually, I’d consider that a bad omen, but God had his own plans. It was 
because God had already given me established relationships built over the years and 
an understanding of the village and culture that He turned what I would normally 
consider a negative into a positive. 
! I guess it is fair to say that I’ve been on enough Haiti trips to know that my 
primary objective would is to spend as much time as possible with my sponsored child 
and her family. Before even signing up for the trip, I communicated with the leaders of 
My Life Speaks, finding out how possible it would be to spend time with her. They said 
that I’d be able to see her every day - and they made good on that promise. It isn’t that 
seeing Gaelle is the only thing I like about Haiti, but if that weren’t a possibility, I know 
that I’d have passed on the trip. To best explain what God did and why I found this trip 
to be the best Haiti mission trip  ever, I’ll lay out each day and explain what God did. 
Since I was the only one from Michigan to go, I didn’t record as much video as I usually 
do. Instead, I decided to journal - which was unusual for me. I’m glad I did though, 
because it makes my account more accurate and refreshes my memory about the 
events.

11/17 - Arrival

! Arrival in Haiti was different than usual in that we arrived in the evening. Port-au-
prince airport is chaotic enough during the day, but magnified when there is little light. 
Nevertheless, all of our luggage arrived safely. I was happy that My Life Speaks  
arranged for hired Haitians to help us get our luggage to a large school bus that would 
drive us the hour plus distance to Neply. I didn’t notice much during the drive because it 
was night time. However, I was able to talk with Mike Wilson, one of the founders of the 
organization. I learned more about the ministry and was assured that I’d get to spend 
lots of time with Gaelle. Then I took a nap. When we arrived at the mission, one of the 
first Haitians I met was Fifi - Gaelle’s former guardian. Last I heard, she was laid up sick 
in Port-au-prince. It has been 3 years since I’ve seen her and she’d lost a lot of weight. 



Unfortunately, I can’t speak Haitian Creole, so I wasn’t able to communicate with her 
much - only  to ask how she was doing and to embrace her. Fifi and I have a long 
history. When I first met Gaelle (my sponsored child) in 2005, I was led to believe that 
Fifi was her mother. Over the years I learned that she is not her mother, but was acting 
as her guardian. Gaelle’s biological mother abandoned her when she was a baby, and 
her father died the second year I came to visit. So Fifi had taken care of her for several 
years. The last few years Gaelle has been living with Jacklyn, her grandmother, but I 
still kept tabs on Fifi. I did not expect to see her at all on this trip, but as it turns out, for 
several months now, she has been at My Life Speaks everyday helping out. It was an 
amazing blessing to see her and to know that I could see her every day.

God’s Hand: Realize that I didn’t expect to ever see Fifi again. She and I grew quite 
close in a very short period of time. I was also privilege to lead her to Christ on a 
previous trip. She was the first face I’d ever known to associate with Gaelle as care-
giver. Last I heard she was very sick. The last time I saw her she was having lung 
problems. I prayed over her but apparently, God decided not to divinely heal her. She 
went to port-au-prince for medical reasons, and I had no reason to expect that she’d 
return to Neply. If that weren’t enough, having her face be one of the first I’d see was 
incredibly  uplifting. Even though it seemed as though her sickness may have 
progressed, I was elated to see her again on this side of heaven. It is fair to say that Fifi 
is one of my closest Haitian friends.

Driving through Port-au-prince on the way back to the airport during the day.



11/18 - Gaelle at Church

! The first thing we did on our first full day  in Haiti was attend pastor Antwan’s 
church in Neply. The complex that is now My Life Speaks was once pastor Antwan’s 
living area. Since there is such a close relationship between the pastor and the founders 
of My Life Speaks, they struck up a deal where My Life Speaks would rent the space 
from pastor Antwan for the purpose of taking care of disabled and orphaned children. 
I’ve been to church in Haiti before and was ready for spirited worship, then going up 
front to say  hello to the congregation with everyone else in my group, and finally  to 
listen to a message that I wouldn’t be able to understand. But before I could even find a 
seat, I felt little arms wrap  around my waist. I looked down to see Gaelle, my sponsored 
child. Already this trip  was looking up. The first full day in Haiti and I got to see Gaelle. 
We spent the service sitting with each other and communicating in ways that were not 
verbal. She liked my sunglasses so much that I gave them to her. She drew me pictures 
on a note pad I brought, and made sure I knew when to bow and pray. She laid her 
head on my lap  often to show how happy  she was to see me. Over the course of the 
service, she went to get a little baby and brought her back to me. She played with the 
child as if she were her own sister. I was so happy to see that Gaelle was still following 
Christ. I know that I’m making it sound as if she didn’t pay attention to the service, but 
she did. She would sing with such amazing conviction, raising her hands during praise. 
She would bow reverently  during prayer time and would make sure that I was doing the 
same. She would exclaim “amen” during the message to encourage the pastor. I am so 
proud of her, and am happy to see that God continues to keep  her spiritually close to 
Him.

Pastor Antwan’s church in Neply



! After service, I decided to walk Gaelle home. She, led me through the village by 
the hand to her house. It took about 10 minutes to make the trip. There, I noticed that 
she was now living with her Aunt (Emma) and her cousin (Danver). She was also still 
living with Jacklyn, her grandmother. During the earthquake in January  2010, Gaelle 
and Jacklyn’s house was flattened. Jacklyn was actually in the house when it fell - but 
she survived with few injuries. Without a house, she was taken in by her aunt. Houses 
in Neply are typically very small. Fortunately, unlike some of sounding villages, the 
structures in Neply are mostly cement. Even still, the house that Gaelle lives in has only 
three rooms. One in which she shares with her grandmother, the second is shared by 
her aunt and cousin, and the third - which I never really saw - is shared by two twenty-
something brothers. I only met one of the brothers whose name is Whitney.

God’s Hand: This is one of the moments where this trip  could’ve fallen apart. I didn’t 
have an interpreter with me when I went back to Gaelle’s house, and I quickly realized 
that I wouldn’t get a personal interpreter my entire trip. No one in her family  speaks 
English, and I certainly  don’t speak Creole. But guess what? Whitney speaks fluent 
English and took on the role of interpreter for me while in Gaelle’s house. I can’t tell you 
how important this was and what a move of God it turned out to be. I’ve never met 
Whitney before that day. Even in the years prior, I didn’t even notice him in the village. I 
knew I couldn’t communicate with Gaelle and her family. I fully  expected to spend 5 
minutes with them, hugging each one of them, starring at them for a while, then heading 
back to My Life Speaks. God provided me with a live-in interpreter. I still don’t fully 
understand Whitney’s relationship to Gaelle and her family, but the fact that he lives in 
the same house, and speaks English at a time when I desperately needed an interpreter 
was a gift from God. Understand that we aren’t usually allowed to roam around Neply by 
ourselves. We usually  travel in groups and within every group is an interpreter. This 
situation was totally different, and a blessing ranks as one of the greatest during this 
trip. As a result, I was able to talk for three hours with the family that day. I learned  as 
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much about Haitian life in that short time than probably in the six times I’ve been there 
prior. I was able to ask anything, and share everything. It was like I was sitting with my 
Haitian family that I hadn’t seen in two years catching up. It was amazing. Without 
Whitney that could’ve been a very different story.

!
! I returned to the mission, arriving just as they were loading up the bus to take a 
trip  to the mountains. Everyone had changed clothes and freshened up, but I was still in 
my church clothes. By that time my clothes were sweaty and, dare I say, possibly even 
a little smelly. But the timing was perfect. I walked on the bus right when they were 
ready to pull out. We visited the building that I stayed at last year with Brent Gambrell 
Ministries. It took about an hour to get there, but it was nice to see familiar faces from  
the previous year and play  with several orphaned children on sing sets and jungle 
gyms.

God’s Hand: An unexpected connection is that Josh Evans was staying in the home we 
visited. Over the years I have tried, unsuccessfully, to have a house built for Gaelle. 
After losing lots of money on a plan that didn’t really come to fruition, Brent Gambrell 
introduced me to Josh Evans over the internet. Josh builds houses in Haiti. He knows 
contractors and has contacts to make things like my request happen. After 
communicating for several weeks and working out a cost estimate, my wife and I 
decided to table the house building discussion. We ultimately decided to wait until 
Gaelle is old enough to decide what she wants for herself and where she wants to live. 
Then we plan to help her meet her goals. But the connection I made with Josh was 
pretty strong. Since his help  with the house, I’d kept tabs on him through facebook and 
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emailed him every once in a while. But it wasn’t until this day was I able to see him face 
to face. It was a chance meeting that I believe was God orchestrated. We talked a good 
while about our ministries, Haiti, our sponsored children and our future plans. I wasn’t 
sure if I’d ever meet Josh, but on this trip, where God created the agenda, I did.

11/19 - Pastor Friendy

! It quickly became clear to me that the best way to plan each day was to spend 
the mornings participating in My Life Speak’s agenda, then spend the afternoon with 
Gaelle, since she wouldn’t get out of school until about 1pm. This day started out 
picking up wood in a Haitian village for bench building. This task was interesting. I never 
saw a Haitian lumber yard and never really understood how business in Haiti was 
conducted. I learned a lot. I also visited Mike King’s house. Mike is an American 
missionary working for My Life Speaks. It is the plan of the ministry  for Mike and his 
family to live in Neply. They are getting closer and closer to that goal. 
! That afternoon, I walked alone through the village of Neply to visit Gaelle once 
again. Before I was even out of sight of the compound, a man walked out of his house, 
recognized me and stopped me to chat for a while. I learned that the man is Pastor 
“Dave” Friendy (Dave is a nickname one of his American friends of his gave him. I 
honestly  don’t know his true first name). He used to serve under pastor Antwan, but 
God called him to a small village on a mountain to start a church. We chatted for a good 
half hour and this man’s testimony blew me away. He told me of how God audibly called 
him to start a church in a village he has never been to. He explained that he heard 
God’s voice just as clearly  as I was talking to him right then. He was comfortable serving 
as the associate pastor for an established church in Neply, so it was very difficult for him 
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to leave, but he did. He went to where God led him and for the first 3 weeks no one 
came. He found himself singing alone on the church grounds. He was crushed, and 
cried himself to sleep  every night. His wife told him that he should just stop, that he 
should just give up, and he did. He decided that it was too much for him. He was bitter 
and upset, and agreed to never go back again. The very next day he awoke deathly 
sick. He again heard the audible voice of God asking him why he stopped. This time, 
Pastor Friendy  vowed that he would follow through with God’s plan, and he did. Very 
shortly after he restarted his mission, seventeen individuals from the village came 
asking how they can be saved. Now, he tells me, the church has about 85 attendees on 
a regular basis, and it is going strong. He told me stories of how he became a pastor; 
how his father was a voodoo priest who was insistent that his son follow in his footsteps. 
Like Elijah, Pastor Friendy was bold enough to issue a challenge to his dad, saying that 
he will go to his voodoo service, but if his God was more powerful than his father’s 
voodoo god, then his father would have to leave him alone. But if his father’s voodoo 
god was more powerful, he’d join him in his voodoo ministry. He went, and the voodoo 
priests worked themselves up in a frenzy, hyped up  on drugs, dancing wildly  and cutting 
themselves. God protected Pastor Friendly. During that entire display, nothing 
happened. When the were finished, Dave took one step  from where he was standing 
and as he describes it, the voodoo demonic forces slammed down in the very spot 
where he was standing. Everyone was amazed. God protected him from the voodoo 
spirits and as a result, his father didn’t bother him about becoming a voodoo priest any 
more. As a matter of fact, his father became a pastor, preaching God’s word! God used 
his son, and that experience, to totally  turn him around. Pastor Friendy told me several 
other jaw dropping stories like this - how his wife was taken from him for a short time, 
then returned, how people think he is crazy for following this call of God, and much 
more. He introduced me to his wife and kids, then asked if I’d preach at his church 
Wednesday night. Feeling out of my comfort zone, but ready to obey God’s leading, I 
agreed. We talked a little more, then I continued on to see Gaelle. 
! At Gaelle’s house, I noticed that Jacklyn wouldn’t get up. She was laying on the 
floor sick with a severe headache. I saw her lying on the floor during my earlier visit, but 
for some reason, I didn’t put two and two together about her health. It also hit me that 
whenever she goes to sleep, her and Gaelle are sleeping on the floor. Only a thin carpet 
remnant separated their bodies from the cold concrete. I began to wonder if God would 
allow me the privilege of providing Gaelle and Jacklyn with a bed. In Haiti very few 
people have their own bed. In this instance, Gaelle and Jacklyn used to share a bed. I 
tabled the thought for later. With the help  of Whitney, I was able to talk to them and I 
prayed for Jacklyn before taking Gaelle to the compound of My Life Speaks to give her 
the gifts my wife and I brought for her. Every visit, I bring gifts for Gaelle. This time, 
before coming to Haiti, we bought clothes, toiletries, a necklace and school supplies. At 
the mission, she modeled the clothes for me,  then we played games and music on my 
iPod Touch. Gaelle is an amazing little girl. She has such a sweet personality and a 
loving heart. Everyone at My Life Speaks knew of her and loved her before knowing that 
she was my sponsored child. She won my heart the first time I met her. And every visit 
since, it has been easy to resume our relationship. I’m referred to as “papa Gaelle” in 
Haiti, which means “Gaelle’s dad”. And I think of her as my daughter. Another positive of 
staying with My Life Speaks is that every evening I was able to email my wife the days 



events. Every trip prior, I had no communication with the states. But this time, there was 
free wi-fi, so I updated her every chance I got.
! I then walked Gaelle back home where Whitney waited to interpret more for me. 
It was at this time that my conversation with them became very personal. I shared with 
them about my wife, Jeannene. On this very  day, it was my 18th wedding anniversary. 
They congratulated me with hugs and kisses. I revealed what my life in the United 
States was like, what my likes are, along with my goals and aspirations. I talked about 
how I spend my days, where I worked and anything else I could think of. I learned more 
about the culture in Haiti as well. For instance, I didn’t see toilets around anywhere and 
wondered how they relieved themselves. I wondered how they made money and how 
they bought food. We talked about everything that entered my mind.

God’s Hand: Usually, when I come to Haiti, I bring a large amount of money for the 
family. Since I’m typically assured of seeing Gaelle only  once per visit, I usually  give her 
guardian all of the money when we get together for a special lunch. This time, however, 
I felt God leading me to be more judicious on how I disseminated the money. So I gave 
some to Jacklyn, Emma and Whitney. Then when I was about to leave, I gave some to 
Gaelle - three times as much as I’d given to any of the others. This is the first time I’ve 
given Gaelle money. Usually, I trust her guardians to do what they need to do with it, but 
this time, I felt that Gaelle was old enough to manage some money herself. Why do I 
consider this a move of God? Well, since I didn’t give all of the money away at once, 
God opened doors to amazing opportunities of what I could do with the money I had left 
over. I figured that if I didn’t end up spending it during the week, then I could just bless 
her family with the rest... but that wasn’t what God had in mind.

From left to right, Mike and Missy Wilson, Pino, Martha



! As Gaelle walked me back to My Life Speaks, I asked if we could stop by 
Martha’s house. Martha is another one of my closest friends in Haiti. She works for New 
Missions, the first organization that I volunteered through in Haiti. She speaks fluent 
English and knows Gaelle well. We built a strong relationship  right away and every time 
I’m in Haiti, I’ve had the opportunity to meet with her. She recently  got married to a 
pastor and I wanted to catch up  with her. I spent a good hour talking with her and 
getting to know her husband. I learned about their church and ministry. She invited me 
to come to their church on my next visit to Haiti and I have every intention to do so. I 
also learned that her church is struggling financially and her and her husband are the 
only ones running it. Joseph, her husband, is learning English, but doesn’t have a firm 
grasp on the language. I caught them in the middle of her cooking dinner so she had to 
duck out often to check on the meal. This left me with Joseph, trying to communicate - 
and doing a sloppy job  of it. His English is better than my near non-existent Creole, but 
still not strong enough to carry on a conversation. Gaelle played with my camcorder as 
we talked, then took me back home after the sun had set.
! Each evening, my group tried to make time to debrief on the day. After we did, I 
talked with Mike Wilson about the possibility of buying Gaelle and her grandmother a 
bed, explaining that they’ve slept on the floor for the last two years since the 
earthquake. He told me that he would do what he could to make that happen. I soon 
realized that I’d have to put aside some of the money I’d held back for this purpose. I 
asked him about how much a bed costs in Haiti, and also how much a TV might cost, 
since those are two items on the families wish list. The total was about $150 which I 
quickly  set aside. You may be wondering why I’d decide to buy a luxury  item like a TV 
along with a necessity such as a bed. As I learned what their day was like, I began to 
realize that a television would give them some form of entertainment... some form of joy. 
Needs are one thing, but happiness is quite another. Besides, a TV in Haiti costs about 
$25. I believed it would be money well spent.
! Also this day, we celebrated Thanksgiving. Mike and Missy Wilson planned a 
large thanksgiving meal for the workers and their families. It was a good time and a rare 
moment where the food was in excess for the villagers. Many in our group prepared the 
meal. This was the first large Thanksgiving meal in what My Life Speaks claims will be 
an annual event. 

11/20 Bench Construction

! In the morning we began cutting and assembling a bench that would be the 
prototype used for future benches made by the next group. I cut a bit of wood, and 
helped put some of the pieces together, but it was clear to me that I wasn’t really 
needed. Matt, a resident American, had everything under control. But I wanted to put my 
time in and my mark on what they were doing with the benches. Part way through, I was 
told that Pastor Friendy had stopped by for me. I went out to meet him. He told me more 
stories of what God was doing through him and his church. He revealed a story about a 
23-year-old woman who was plagued with nightmares where 11 demons would visit her 
and violate her during the night. She would wake up with bloody signs that there was a 
frightening reality  to her dreams. She couldn’t get rid of these demons. Everywhere she 
went, the pastors couldn’t help  her. Pastor Friendy prayed for her, spoke against the 



demons and told her to go back to sleep. When she did, only 4 demons came, and they 
didn’t violate her. They were kept at bay by what she described as 3 lions. Pastor 
Friendy explained to her that these were the lions of Judah represented as three 
because of the trinity. They  were protecting her against the demons. I was awestruck to 
hear the story, but his visit did have a practical purpose. He told me of Lana, an 
American friend of his that was coming to visit later in the week. She was having trouble 
with her passport, but it was his hope that I’d be able to meet her before I headed back 
home. He then told me about Gloria, another friend in northern Michigan that he wanted 
me to know about as well. This individual was sending about $100/month to help him 
live and to take care of any  additional needs he may have. He dialed her on his cell then 
handed me the phone. She seemed nice enough. It was eye opening to see how God 
had provided for him. Until now, I thought he was going at this thing by himself. But right 
then I learned that God had provided him with two contacts from the states; one who is 
providing finances to him directly and the second who represents a small church helping 
with the building of his church in the mountains.
! That afternoon, I went back into the village to spend more time with Gaelle. This 
time I brought Nancy, a group member who was visiting Haiti for the first time and Eli, a 
son to Mike and Missy Wilson who helped me record episodes of “Christian Music 
Videos” (a weekly  show that I create under my video ministry, KTF Productions). It was 
nice having them with me. I was happy that finally, I had someone to share what God 
had been doing all week. Jacklyn was still sick lying on the floor when we arrived. 
Nancy’s heart went out to her and she decided that she would try and find aspirin for my 
next visit to the house. Eli recorded video of me with Gaelle and her family, which I now 
find is quite valuable to me.

11/21 Preaching on the Mountain

! This day  was the big day. I was to preach later that night and hadn’t yet prepared 
my message. Pastor Friendy did give me a little direction the day  before. He said that 
he wanted me to give them a message of hope. So I spent the morning praying to God 
about what I should speak on. I ended up  putting together a message on faith hope and 
love. When I finished, I was sure this was the message that God wanted me to preach. 
Unfortunately, I only brought one set of church clothes and they were ultra nasty by 
now. Nevertheless, I cleaned them up as best I could for the evening.
! Later in the day, I went by Gaelle’s house to pick her up. She put on some of the 
clothes I’d given to her earlier in the week which brought a smile to my face. Then we 
went to Pastor Friendy’s house. I didn’t bring my camcorder because I was the only one 
from my group  going. I surely couldn’t record myself preaching, so I left it in my room. 
As we were about to leave in a pickup truck that the pastor arranged to take us, he 
asked where my camcorder was. He wanted me to bring it to record footage for those in 
America that might want to see what God was doing on the mountain. So we stopped 
by the mission on our way out. I only  grabbed the camcorder and not my microphone 
that I use to record episodes of “Christian Music Videos”. I only  anticipated getting a few 
shots of the building, mostly to pacify him. The half hour drive was nice.  Gaelle and I 
sat up front with the driver and Pastor sat in back. Gaelle was able to speak to the 
driver, but I couldn’t understand what they were saying. Apparently she said something 



funny about me, because the driver looked at me and laughed. He tried to explain, but I 
still didn’t get what they were saying. It wasn’t until later that the driver mentioned what 
she said to Pastor Friendy who interpreted it. She said that I remind her of her mother. I 
took that to mean that I remind her of a parent-figure. One who loves her and looks after 
her. The driver thought it was funny that she compared me to a woman, but I found it 
touching to hear how she felt about me as a parent. 

! When we arrived at the church, Pastor Friendy had plans for the camcorder. He 
gave me a tour of the church and the village, narrating as we went along. He wanted 
everyone in America to see what God was doing and also to get to know some of the 
people in the village. I didn’t think the video would be used at all, but I kept recording for 
his sake. I was sure that I’d ignore it once I got home. After all, the only people who 
would care to see it is Pastor Friendy and myself. The church had cement floors, which 
was a pleasant surprise. It also had a sound system, 4 walls and a tin roof. Though the 
walls were assembled with flimsy plastic, they would soon be replaced with wood - or at 
least that is the plan. One thing that amazed me was knowing that the well that supplied 
about 100 villagers with water was broken. That meant that anyone on this mountain 
who wanted water would have to walk a mile just to get it. It made me think about my 
visit to Africa where we visited a village in the same situation. The difference is that this 
well will be fixed. He introduced me to a lady in her 80s that attends the church then one 
of his helpers from the village. He showed me where he sleeps if his preaching goes too 
long and he has to stay the night, and told me about plans to buy a house that sits in 
front of the church, then tearing it down to add more space. When we finished walking 
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around, he told me that he had to go back to the church and sing through the sound 
system. That is how the villagers know that it is time for church. 
! I quickly understood how the villagers would be able to hear Pastor’s singing no 
matter where they lived on the mountain. The speakers were loud, and I ended up 
sitting right in front of them. I let Gaelle play with the camera. She shot several minutes 
of her singing into the camera as well as shots where she forgot to turn the camera off. 
But she picked up  on how it worked pretty  quickly. As people filed in, they joined in the 
singing. Pastor invited Gaelle and myself up  front to sit in seats of honor. As the worship 
grew louder and louder, I knew that these believers were truly sincere. They expressed 
themselves with hands raised, dancing, shouting, and extreme praise. Pastor Friendly 
led with excellence. But when he heard Gaelle singing and pouring her heart out with 
her young voice, he decided to give her the microphone. With hands raised, she led the 
congregation into the Lord’s courts with praise. It was very dark by this time, but I still 
managed to grab  my camera and record some footage. I missed most of it because I 
was swept up  in the worship. And watching Gaelle worship like that, took my heart 
away. But I did preserve some of the moment on video. As worship went on, I began to 
grow a little concerned. It was getting so dark that I knew I wouldn’t be able to read 
passages from my bible. Luckily, the verses I was going to share I had memorized. So 
even though I couldn’t see, I felt confident that God will help me through it. When my 
turn was nearing, one of the board members brought up a light for the reading of 
scripture. I was relieved. Pastor Friendy asked me to give my camera to one of their 
elders so that he could record my sermon. I then began to preach a 40 minute message 
of hope, focusing on faith, hope and love and Pastor Friendy interpreted for me. I heard 
several encouraging “amens”. As I spoke the words, Pastor Friendy repeated them with 
power. I’m sure his fervor gave the words more impact than they would’ve had if my 
voice were the only one they heard. At the conclusion of the sermon, Pastor had the 
board members surround me and pray. And they did... for a long time. They prayed so 
long that Pastor had to end it. On the way back to My Life Speaks, while dropping some 
of the elders off on the way, Marcel (one of the elders) began to share with me what he 
considers a prophetic dream that he recently had. Pastor Friendy interpreted for me. He 
said that he dreamed of an American that possessed his same skin color preaching to 
the congregation. I have his same skin color, so I knew he was referring to me. He said 
that God would send this man and that he would partner with Pastor Friendy in the 
mission work happening on the mountain. Pastor Friendy reiterated what he told me 
earlier, which is that he believes God is calling me to lead a team of Americans to Haiti 
and that the purpose of this is to parter with him in evangelizing the Haitians on the 
mountain. I felt humbled at the possibility. Had God groomed me over the last 6 years 
for this purpose? I told the elder that I don’t doubt his dream was from God, however, 
God hasn’t revealed to me that I’m the one to fill that role. But I didn’t dismiss it. I began 
to ponder that thought in my heart.
! When I returned to My Life Speaks for the debriefing, I relayed all that happened. 
I was amazed at what God had done. I have had the privilege of preaching in Haiti 
before, but not in a grass-roots church such as this. For such a new church, I was 
amazed at how “on fire” the congregation was. 
! After the meeting, I pulled Missy Wilson aside and asked if there were some way 
that I could arrange the sending of money on a monthly bases for Gaelle and Fifi 



through the organization. I figured, “what could I lose?” They have been so open and 
accommodating with everything so far. I figured I’d ask. She said that she could and 
would accommodate my request. Then I figured since God has given me this much 
favor with them, why not press my luck a little more. Up to this point I only asked if they 
could help me to buy a bed for Gaelle and Jacklyn. I hadn’t yet broke the news about 
my desire for a TV as well. When I did, they told me that they’d certainly  try to make that 
happen as well.

God’s Hand: You have to understand, until now these requests weren’t even in the 
realm of possibility. I sponsor Gaelle through My Life Speaks, but now I can send 
money monthly that would be transported with the team to give directly to her and her 
family. No one in Gaelle’s household has a job. Now they can, at least, have some 
steady income... at least as long as My Life Speaks chooses to honor my special 
request. To my knowledge, I’m the only one that they are doing this for.

! As the meeting wrapped up, I saw Fifi waiting outside. I spoke the few words that 
I knew how to say, but she had more she wanted to tell me. At the mission, there are 
several interpreters. I pulled one of them aside and asked if he could interpret for me. It 
turned out that Fifi was sicker than I thought. She visited the doctor but didn’t have 
enough money for the medicine. I asked Pino (the interpreter) how much she needed. 
He told me, and because I didn’t give all of the money away at once, I was able to give 
her the money she needed to buy the medicine.

11/22 Fifi Revisited

! School was actually  shorted the day of Thanksgiving, so I was able to spend 
more time with Gaelle and her family, Fifi and her family, and Martha. I brought the 
aspirin that I had taken with me on the trip with me when visiting Jacklyn. She seemed 
to be doing better, and was very happy that I brought it. 

Me and Gaelle in front of her house



! When I went to Fifi’s house I met her new granddaughter, Kaesha. It took a while 
for her to warm up to me, but she eventually  did. To this point, every meeting with Fifi 
had been without an interpreter. But this time, Fifi pulled out the medicine she bought 
with the money I gave her and an X-Ray slide that the doctor had given her. She tried to 
talk to me, but I couldn’t understand what she was saying. I told Gaelle to get Whitney 
to interpret. When he showed up, he explained how bad her health really was. As it 
turns out, the money that I gave her only paid for a portion of the drugs she needed. I 
then doubled what I had given her before hoping that would be enough, all the while 
thanking God for not allowing me to give all of the money away at the beginning of my 
trip. When I first met Fifi 6 years ago, she was having respiratory problems. I prayed for 
healing at the time right after leading her to Christ, but the problem persisted. 
Apparently, it got so bad that she had to stay in Port-au-prince for an extended period. 
On one of my previous mission trips, I was told that they didn’t expect her to live. As I 
left her house this time, I felt awful. She spoke as if we may never see each other again 
this side of heaven. I prayed over her earnestly  for healing in hopes that God will do 
something miraculous. But to this day, I don’t know... I plan to continue to send her 
money every month, and I assume if her condition changes, My Life Speaks will let me 
know. As I visited Martha for the second time, we talked more about her church. We 
began making more plans for when I return. I began to reflect how rewarding this trip 
has been. Never have I been able to spend this much time with Haitians in their own 
homes. It was like visiting a neighbor down the street, and talking about our day. It was 
nice... very nice. I felt closer to the Haitians in Neply  than I ever have before. My only 
regret was that I felt as if I was the only American experiencing it. As you can see, many 
of the most powerful moments on this trip were on my own, following God’s agenda. 
There was one more day left, and this day, I did have something I planned to do.

11/23 The Beach

We happened upon this large slug-like creature on the beach



! I was quickly running out of money, but at this point I hadn’t dipped into the funds 
I’d set aside for the bed and TV. I was getting anxious. Why did we wait until the last day 
to buy these things? What if we can’t find what we’re looking for? There is no “try again 
tomorrow”. 
! Every time I’ve come to Haiti on mission trips, we always spend the Friday  before 
heading home at the beach. Its a nice time to unwind before heading back to the states, 
and I know that many Americans look forward to it. We could have lobster and other 
shellfish that would be cooked there and provided for us. I decided to save my money. I 
didn’t know how much I’d actually need to buy  the things I’d planned to get. I did swim a 
little and talked with the group. It was a good bonding and relaxing time. A couple of the 
girls happened upon a large slug-like creature. I’d never seen anything like it. I took 
video of it totally amazed at this... thing.
! Eventually, our time at the beach ended. On the way back we were on the hunt 
for a bed and a TV. To make a long story short, we ended up  getting both. We did some 
price comparisons and at one point it didn’t seem as though I had enough. It looked as if 
I could’ve been about $10-$15 short, but God worked it all out. We got the bed which 
was purchased by our Haitian interpreters and the TV. After letting the rest of the group 
off at the mission, one of the Haitians helped me deliver the bed and TV. I never 
mentioned to the family that I’d be buying these for them, so it came as a total surprise. 
It’s not that I didn’t tell them because I wanted to surprised them. I just didn’t want to 
promise something I couldn’t deliver on. It was another highlight of the trip. Gaelle and 
Jacklyn would no longer have to sleep on the floor. They were so happy. Later, some of 
our group came by to look in on my sponsored family. I stood there, maybe a little 
prouder than I should’ve at what God had accomplished through me. Whitney translated 
as I talked with the family more. I said that next time we’ll have to play  cards or some 
other game together. I desperately want to get to the point where Gaelle’s family feels 
like my own family. And with this trip, I’m one huge step closer. After all was said and 
done I only had $9 left. I gave that to Fifi on my way  back to the mission. Before getting 
arriving, I stopped by Pastor Friendy’s house one last time. I promised that I would - and 
in Haiti, you always keep your promises. I said my last goodbye to Gaelle, but she 
insisted on walking me back and I’m glad that she did. When visiting Pastor Friendy, he 
invited me and Gaelle in to share dinner with him and Lana, the friend who finally made 
it to Haiti from America. It was nice to meet her and eat in a Haitian’s home. She was 
spending the night at his house - which is something I’d always wanted to do (spend a 
night in a Haitian’s home that is). She is a solid believer, and I quickly realized that I 
would have a use for the video I shot at the church after all. She told me that she had 
taken some pictures, but wished that she had more to show her church of what God 
was doing there. I told her that I shot footage and when I finish editing it, I’d send her a 
copy of the “Pastor Friendy church section”. She was very happy to hear that and left 
me with her business card. The meal was great; fried chicken, vegetables, fries and a 
soda. I truly think that the pastors in these villages eat better than anyone else. 
Americans are eager to open their wallets for the cause of Christ and the pastors benefit 
from their generosity. I don’t fault them for that, but it strikes me as odd. Gaelle was right 
there with me at the table. This was the very first time that I had an authentic Haitian 
meal served in a Haitian home. It was awesome. Lana was heading back to Kentucky 



the next day, so I knew I’d see her again at the airport, which I later did. Her church 
brought $1000 for Pastor Friendy to help  with the church construction. After the meal 
and a time of fellowship, we walked Gaelle home one last time and said our goodbyes. 
Finally, I headed back to the mission to pack up for my flight home.
! I hope you can appreciate how God turned what could’ve been my worst Haiti trip 
ever into the best Haiti trip  I’ve ever taken. God opened doors, created divine 
appointments and used me in ways that I had only dreamed of. I had no idea what to 
expect, but God arranged my trip better than I ever could’ve. 

Since the trip

! Almost immediately after arriving home, I set up a meeting with my pastor. We 
had lunch and I told him everything that had happened. He expressed his desire for our 
church to make a trip  to Haiti and that he’d like me to lead it. I just smiled, thinking of 
what Marcel had told me only a few days earlier. We made plans to make plans. As of 
the writing of this, my Pastor has started the ball rolling on our next trip. I’m currently in 
communication with Mike and Missy Wilson of My Life Speaks to plan our next trip. I’ll 
be leading and my wife will be coordinating. Some of the prliminary plans are to visit 
Pastor Friendy’s church, Pastor Joseph and Martha’s church, Gaelle and her family and 
work with My Life Speaks again.
! I edited the video of Pastor Friendy, as promised, and mailed a copy to Lana in 
Kentucky for her church to view. I also made a copy  for my pastor so that he could see 
Pastor Friendy’s church and what God was doing through him. When I think back on 
how God made sure that I brought my video camera, I’m amazed to realize that the 
footage I thought would be useless, had just become very important.
! My Life Speaks has kept their promise in allowing me to send money to Gaelle 
and Fifi on a monthly basis. The first shipment went with one of the teams from 
American and I’m confident that it found its way to the families.

• To watch the 11-minute video of my trip just go to ktfproductions.com and click on the 
Haiti ’12 link on the bottom right of the page. 

• To find out more about My Life Speaks, and how you can sponsor a child in Haiti or go 
on a mission trip, visit their website at mylifespeaks.com. 

• To stay up-to-date on future mission trip  videos or to find out what else we’re doing 
through the video ministry, KTF Productions, sign up for the weekly newsletter at 
ktfproductions.com by clicking on the small icon that looks like a newspaper.


